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One of his works written in Jaro, Iloilo in , six years after the Cavite Revolt attacking the friars in the
Philippines. His brother was the priest Fr. Salazar, Jose M. A power struggle among the revolutionaries led to
Bonifacio's death in , with command shifting to Aguinaldo, who led the newly formed revolutionary
government. Religious Literature a. A dig at a dance of the Spaniards where the people were very crowded.
Edited by Clemente Zulueta. This was the novel that gave spirit to the propaganda movement and paved the
way to the revolution against Spain. Founded by Rafael Palma in  Highlights of the Propaganda Movement
There were three principal leaders of the Propaganda movement. Contemporary Period to present Thank
you!!! Senakuloâ€”dramatization of thepasyon. Here he praised Gen. Chapter 6. The Philippine Revolution
began in August , when the Spanish authorities discovered the Katipunan , an anti-colonial secret organization.
He became known to his professors and classmates at Letran and the UST because of his sharp memory and
the simple clothes he used to wear throughout his schooling. The Period of Re-orientation: English as a
literary vehicle came with the American occupation in August 13, and as they say, a choice bestowed on us by
history. He was a good leader and biographer during the whole period of Spanish literature. She obtained the
Zobel prize in her song El Nido. Riddles bugtong â€”battle of witsamong participants b. Mallaris The Birth of
Discontent revealed the sensitive touch of a writer who in simple language was able to reveal his profound
thoughts and feelings. It has two distinct classifications: religious and secular. Hernandez, Vicente del Fierro,
and Francisco M. To restore Filipino representation in the Spanish Cortes. Literary Forms 1. Language shifted
from Spanish to Tagalog. A collection of essays on different subjects like freedom, work, faith, government,
love of country. Plaridel has truly earned a niche in the history of our nation. He joined the revolution against
the Americans together with Gregorio del Pilar, the youngest Filipino general who died during the revolution.
Santos, Iigo Ed. Lopez Jaena left the Philippines in with the help of Don Claudio Lopez, a rich uncle, in order
to escape punishment form his enemies and arrived at Valencia, the center of the Republican movement of the
Spaniards. Period of the Third Republic 9. JOSE P.


